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Address Pacific Vial Manufacturing Inc. 
2738 Supply Ave.  
Commerce, CA 90040

Country USA

State California

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
High-quality glass tubing is placed into glass vial forming machines. Once formed by these state-of-the-art machines, the glass vials are robotically
transferred to afterformers. Throughout the process, the glass vials are thoroughly inspected by high-tech computerized cameras for all types of flaws.
A screen printing project (which falls within Pacific Vial's requirements) is then completed at this time.

Glass Vial Screen Printing

Customized screen printing is available for all glass products. (Original artwork provided by customers.) Paint is fired directly onto the glass, creating a
tamper-proof, stain-proof permanent label. Generally, this type of labeling is less expensive than paper.Various colors of silk screening are available.
Prices available upon request.

Company Profile of Pacific Vial Manufacturing Inc.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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